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Falls from a height account for around 70 deaths and 4000 major injuries in the UK every year. 
The education sector as a whole produces a significant number of falls - Every year there are one or two deaths and 
around 500 injuries. 
Most major injuries in schools are caused by 'low' falls (below two metres) and include activities such as falls from 
desks/chairs while putting up displays.
Falls are most likely to happen when staff are under pressure particularly towards the end of term. 
                                      
                                              Always try to avoid or minimise working at height.
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General guidance
Be aware of slippery surfaces, particularly around stairs. 
Ensure windows and doors are in a safe condition
Ensure window opening limiters are fitted to all windows above ground floor 
Reduce accidents on stairs by encouraging pupils not to run or push. 
Report poor maintenance, such as damaged window mechanisms, which could create hazards to the Health & 
Safety co-ordinator. 

Guidance to all staff
Only carry out tasks which involve working at height when students are not present
Do not climb on chairs/tables or other furniture/objects
Wear appropriate footwear (heel-less or low heeled shoes with non/slip soles). 
Restrict displays to head height
Prepare displays before putting them up
Consider room layout to ensure that display boards are easily accessible
‘Loose items’ should not to be stored in high places.
Do not store heavy items on high shelves
Ensure that frequently needed items are easily accessible
If you can't reach without over-stretching, ask for help from the premises manager. 
Anyone who has a medical condition or other factors which could affect their ability to 
work safely at height should seeks additional assistance

Guidance to caretakers
Appropriate clothing (including footwear) should be worn.
The use of ladders and other access equipment should only be undertaken by those 
trained and competent in its safe use.
All access equipment should be checked before use and be appropriate for the task.
Areas where ladders or other access equipment are to be used should be clearly 
defined by the use of signs and barriers where appropriate.
Access equipment should be removed and secured when not in use to prevent 
un-authorised use.
Caretakers are aware of site specific risks including fragile roofs (these should be 
labeled where appropriate)
When working on roofs, caretakers should maintain a safe distance from the roof edge.
Consideration should be given to weather conditions before planning any outside work.
Always check for environmental hazards e.g. overhead cables, uneven surfaces, 
wet ground.
Use only battery powered tools when working at height.
Tools and equipment should be carried in tool belts or secured appropriately.
Consideration should be given to hiring suitable equipment for specific jobs (e.g. mobile elevated work platforms, 
mobile access tower scaffolds) with staff trained in their safe use by the equipment supplier.

Dealing with Contractors
Arrangements regarding site access, safe segregation, signage, security and other related issues should be agreed 
with contractors prior to the commencement of any work.
The location of fragile roofs, overhead cables/other site hazards should be conveyed to contractors prior to the 
commencement of all work.
Any changes in safety arrangements due to the work should be conveyed to all staff and students  e.g. changes in 
access routes.
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